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T  echnical   requirements  

2 classical guitarists
1 toy pianist
1 laptop on a table or stand running Processing program (program available from the composer)

Scordatura for the classical guitars

The two classical guitars are tuned a quarter tone apart.

Processing Program Nomenclature

The score to trandate consists of a Processing program that generates score information for the 
performers. Numbers indicate cardinality of the chord played by the performers (i.e. if a four is 
pictured with a superscripted C# then a performer must build a chromatic cluster of four notes from C 
(N.B. The computed chord need not be voiced as a tight cluster)

Subscripted angled brackets enclosing symbols indicate “contextualized dynamics”:

= play a dynamic louder than previously sounded by an ensemble member
- = play a dynamic quieter than previously sounded by an ensemble member
= = match the dynasouthmic of the previous sound played by an ensemble member

Superscript: Traditional note names indicate starting pitch-class from which to build the chord (see  
note above)

Rules of play

The piece begins by one of the performers clicking a button on the laptop to initiate the program. The 
performers play for a pre-determined time or for as long as they please.
The performers build chords (see note above) with properties generated by the computer program. The 
performers are to build a chromatic pitch-class cluster counting up from the given superscript symbol. 
The performers may play the chord (with accompanying score parameters) at any time after they have 
mentally computed it. The last person to play in any window reading begins the next window () by 
clicking on the computer.
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Processing Program Source Code: 

int y = 150;

String[] card = {
  " 1", " 2", " 3", " 4", " 5", " 6"
};
String[] dyn = {
  "++", "==", "--", "+-", "-+", "=+", "=-", "+=", "-="
};
String[] cluster = {
  "C", "C#", "D", "D#", "E", "F", "F#", "G", "G#", "A", "A#", 
  "B"
};

void write_word(String[] words) {
  int n = int(random(words.length));
  textSize(120);
  text(words[n], random(40, 50), y);
  y = y + 120;
}
void new_sentence() {
  background(255);
  y = 150;
  write_word(card);
  write_word(dyn);
  write_word(cluster);
}

void setup() {
  size(250, 450);
  background(255);
  fill(#000000);
  new_sentence();
}
void draw() {
}
void mousePressed() {
  new_sentence();
}
void keyPressed() {
  int random_number = int(random(1000000));
  save(random_number + ".png");
}


